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The Deep Web: Surfacing Hidden Value
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Searching on the Internet today can be compared to dragging a net across the surface of the ocean. While a great deal may be caught in the net. there is still a wealth of information
that is deep. and therefore. missed. The reason is simple: Most of the Web's information is buried far down on dynamically generated sites. and standard search engines never find it.

Traditional search engines create their indices by spidering or crawling surface Web pages. To be discovered, the page must be static and linked to other pages. Traditional search
engines can not "see" or retrieve content in the deep Web - those pages do not exist until they are created dynamically as the result of a specific search. Because traditional search
engine crawlers can not probe beneath the surface, the deep Web has heretofore been hidden.

The deep Web is qualitatively different from the surface Web. Deep Web sources store their content in searchable databases that only produce results dynamically In response to a
direct request. But l! direct query is a "one at a time" laborious way to search. BrightPlanet's search technology automates the process of making dozens of direct queries
simultaneously using multiple-thread technology and thus is the only search technology, so far, that is capable of identifying, retrieving, qualifying, classifying, and organizing both
"deep" and "surface" content.

If the most coveted commodity ot.ihe Information Age is indeed information, then the value of deep Web content is immeasurable. With this in mind, BrightPlanet has quantified the
size and relevancy of the deep Web in a study based on data collected between March 13 and 30, 2000. Our key findings include:

o Public information on the deep Web is currently 400 to 550 times larger than the commonly defined World Wide Web.
o The deep Web contains 7,500 terabytes of information compared to nineteen terabytes of information in the surface Web.
o The deep Web contains nearly 550 billion individual documents compared to the one billion of the surface Web.
a More than 200,000 deep Web sites presently exist.
o Sixty of the largest deep-Web sites collectively contain about 750 terabytes of information - sufficient by themselves to exceed the size of the surface Web forty times.
o On average, deep Web sites receive fifty per cent greater monthly traffic than surface sites and are more highly linked to than surface sites; however, the typical (median)

deep Web site is not well known to the Internet-searching public.
o The deep Web is the largest growing category of new information on the Internet.
o Deep Web sites tend to be narrower, with deeper content, than conventional surface sites.
o Total quality content of the deep Web is 1,000 to 2,000 times greater than that of the surface Web.
o Deep Web content is highly relevant to every information need, market, and domain.
o More than half of the deep Web content resides in topic-specific databases.
o A full ninety-five per cent of the deep Web is publicly accessible information -- not subject to fees or SUbscriptions.

To put these findings in perspective, a study at the NEC Research Institute ill, published in Nature estimated that the search engines with the largest number of Web pages indexed
(such as Google or Northern Light) each index no more than sixteen per cent of the surface Web. Since they are missing the deep Web when they use such search engines, Internet
searchers are therefore searching only 0.03% - or one in 3,000 - of the pages available to them today. Clearly, simultaneous searching of multiple surface and deep Web sources is
necessary when comprehensive information retrieval is needed.

The Deep Web
Internet content is considerably more diverse and the volume certainly much larger than commonly understood.

First, though sometimes used synonymously, the World Wide Web (HTTP protocol) is but a subset of Internet content. Other Internet protocols besides the Web include FTP (file
transfer protocol), e-mail,news,Telnet, and Gopher (most prominent among pre-Web protocols). This paper does ncii consider further these non-Web protocols.jg]

Second, even within the strict context of the Web, most users are aware only of the content presented to them via search engines such as Excite QQQgJJt. AltaVista or Northern
hi.9hh or search directories such as Yahool About.com or LookSmart. Eighty-five percent of Web users use search engines to find needed information, but nearly as high a
percentage cite the inability to find desired information as one of their biggest frustrations.ill According to a recent survey of search-engine satisfaction by market-researcher NPD
search failure rates have increased steadily since 1997.l1.ill

The importance of information gathering on the Web and the central and unquestioned role of search engines -- plus the frustrations expressed by users about the adequacy of these
engines - make them an obvious focus of investigation.

Until Van Leeuwenhoek first looked at a drop of water under a microscope in the late 1600s, people had no idea there was a whole world of "animalcules" beyond their vision. Deep-sea
exploration in the past thirty years has turned up hundreds of strange creatures that challenge old ideas about the origins of life and where it can exist. Discovery comes from looking
at the world in new ways and with new tools. The genesis of the BrightPlanet study was to look afresh at the nature of information on the Web and how it is being identified and
organized.

How Search Engines Work
Search engines obtain their listings in two ways: Authors may submit their own Web pages, or the search engines "crawl" or "spider" documents by following one hypertext link to
another. The latter returns the bulk of the listings. Crawlers work by recording every hypertext link in every page they index crawling. Like ripples propagating across a pond,
search-engine crawlers are able to extend their indices further and further from their starting points.

The surface Web contains an estimated 2.5 billion documents, growing at a rate of 7.5 million documents per day.L5.al The largest
search engines have done an impressive job in extending their reach, though Web growth itself has exceeded the crawling ability of
search engines!2al!lJl,l Today, the three largest search engines in terms of internally reported documents indexed are Google with
1.35 billion documents (500 million available to most searches),Lm E.il§1 with 575 million documents LID and Northern Light with 327
million documents.L1Ql.

"Whole new classes of
Internet-based companies choose
the Web as their preferred medium
for commerce and information
transfer"

Legitimate criticism has been leveled against search engines for these indiscriminate crawls, mostly because they provide too
many results (search on "Web," for example, with Northern Light, and you will get about 47 million hits. Also, because new
documenls are found from links within other documents, those documents that are cited are more likely to be indexed than new
documents - up to eight times as IikeIY.!2lll

To overcome these limitations, the most recent generation of search engines (notably Google) have replaced the random link-following approach with directed crawling and indexing
based on the "popularity" of pages. In this approach, documents more frequently cross-referenced than other documents are given priority both for crawling and in the presentation of
results. This approach provides superior results when simple queries are issued, but exacerbates the tendency to overlook documents with few links.!fuj

And, of course, once a search engine needs to update literally millions of existing Web pages, the freshness of its results suffer. Numerous commentators have noted the increased
delay in posting and recording new information on conventional search engines.U1i!1 Our own empirical tests of search engine currency suggest that listings are frequently three or
four months - or more - out of date.

Moreover, return to the premise of how a search engine obtains its listings in the first place, whether adjusted for popularity or not. That is, without a linkage from another Web
http://beta.brlghlplanet.com/de epconlent/tulo ria IsIDe epWe b/i ndex. asp
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The Deep Web
The deep Web has gotten a lot of press in recent years. The Web is becoming a
complex entity that contains information from a variety of source types. It is much
more than fixed Web pages. In fact, the part of the Web that is not fixed, and is served
dynamically "on the fly," is far larger than the fixed documents that many associate
with the Web. Some people incorrectly refer to this content as the "invisible Web," for
reasons that will be explained below.

When we refer to the deep Web, we are usually talking about the following:

• The content of databases accessible on the Web. Databases contain
information stored in tables created by such programs as Access, Oracle, SOL
Server and OB2. Information stored in databases is accesible only by query.
This is distinct from static, fixed Web pages, which are documents that can be
accessed directly. A significant amount of valuable information on the Web is
generated from databases. In fact, it has been estimated that content on the
deep Web may be 500 times larger than the fixed Web.

• Non-textual files such as multimedia files, graphical files, software, and
documents in formats such as Portable Document Format (PDF).

• Content available on sites protected by passwords or other restrictions.
Some of this is fee-based content, such as subscription content paid for by
libraries and available to their users based on various authentication schemes.

The phenomenon of databases on the Web has been talked about for years, before
the terms "invisible Web" or "deep Web" were coined. People sometimes referred to
them as specialty databases, subject-specific databases, virtual libraries, and other
similar terms. As Web technology develops and greater amounts of information are
mounted on the Web, these databases take on primary importance as information
finding tools.

The concept of the deep Web is becoming more complex as search engines such as
Google have found ways to integrate deep Web content into their centralized search
function. This includes everything from airline flights to documents in Word format.
However, even a search engine as innovative as Google provides access to only a
very small part of the deep Web.

Terminology

http://www.intemettutorials.net/deepweb .html 2/8/2007
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Why is this content referred to as the "invisible Web"? This is because the content of
databases rarely shows up in a search engine result. Search engine spiders cannot or
will not go inside database tables and extract the data. Database content is therefore
"invisible" to them.

However, the term "invisible Web" is a poor choice for these reasons:

1. The term is very search engine-centric. It assumes that the only way to find
information on the Web is to consult a search engine. If the information cannot
be found on a search engine, you're out of luck. This is simply not the case.

2. There is no such thing as recorded information that is invisible. Some
information may be more of a challenge to find than others, but this is not the
same as invisibility.

3. Informational databases have been available for years. Many of us are familiar
with a library's collection of Web-based e-journals and databases. We use
online catalogs, which are databases of a library's holdings. No one has ever
called this information a part of the "invisible library." These are simply
databases whose content is available through user query. Like a library, the
Web contains information of different types that is stored and retrieved in
different ways.

4. The content of search engines on the Web is itself stored in databases and
available only through user query. Shouldn't we call this invisible, too? We're
labelling as invisible something that is available only through user query (the
invisible Web) because it isn't accessible from within something else that is also
available only through user query (search engines). The logic of this
terminology just doesn't hold up..

A company called BrightPlanet has coined the term "deep Web" to describe the
phenomenon of searchable databases on the Web. (The static Web is referred to as
the "surface Web.") This is much better since database content is visible with the
appropriate search and retrieval technology.

A Few Tips for Dealing with the Deep Web

When dealing with the deep Web, keep these points in mind:

• Information that is likely to be stored in a database is a part of the deep
Web .. This can include large listings of things with a common theme. All
directories are part of the deep Web. A few examples include:

o phone books

http://www.intemettutorials.netldeepweb .html 2/8/2007
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o "people finders" such as lists of professionals such as doctors or lawyers

o patents

o laws

o dictionary definitions

o items for sale in a Web store or on Web-based auctions

o digital exhibits

o multimedia and graphical files

• Information that is new and dynamically changing in content will appear
on the deep Web. Look to the deep Web for late breaking items, such as:

o news

o job postings

o available airline flights, hotel rooms, etc.

o stock and bond prices, market averages, etc.

• Web sites of searchable databases can be retrieved via directories and
search engines. For example, a Google search on "american newspapers"
will retrieve the site of NewsVoyager, a database of links to newspaper sites
around the world. This may be thought of as "split level searching." For the first
level, search for the database site. For the second level, go to the site and
search the database itself for the information you want.

• Many search engine sitesand commercial portals feature searchable
databases as part of their package of services. This phenomenon falls under
the heading of converging content, mentioned earlier in this tutorial. For
example, you can visit AlitheWeb and look up news, retrieve pictures and
multimedia, etc., all things outside the purview of a spider-gathered index. As
another example, Google integrates searches of PDF, Word and other file
types into its general search service.

• Some search engines will search the deep Web for related content
subsequent to an initial search. For example, try a search on Google for
"World Trade Center" and select the Images tab. This will retrieve many pages
of images of the World Trade Center. Look for this type of feature on other
search engines.

• Topical coverage on the deep Web is extremely varied. This presents a
challenge, since it is impossible to anticipate what might turn up in a database.
In addition, this coverage will be fluid as databases proliferate on the Web.

• Some of the information stored on Web-accessible databases may not be
substantive or useful to most searchers. As with all of Web searching, it is

http://www.intemettutorials.netldeepweb .html 2/8/2007
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important to tailor the query to the tool. The deep Web is highly valuable to
those seeking the kind of targeted information listed above. It is also important
to know where to look for useful content.

Sources of Deep Web Content

As noted above, deep Web sites can be located in subject directories and search
engines. In addition, deep Web content is available on search engine sites as featured
content such as news, video, images, etc.

If you are interested in this topic, CompletePlanet offers many details about the deep
Web. See especially the Deep Web FAQ. A useful collection of deep Web resources
is available at Deep Web Research.

In addition, take a look at Deep Web Technologies. This company has developed a
few databases, including

• Science.gov

• BusinessResearch

• Science Research

The number of deep Web sources is endless. The Online Education Database
maintains a nice sample list of deep Web resources.

The Future of the Deep Web

The lines between seach engine content and the deep Web have begun to blur as
search services are providing access to part or all of once-restricted content. These
services are providing free search of the content of books and scholarly papers.
Google Book Search, Google Scholar, Windows Live Academic and other up-
and-coming services are examples of this phenomenon.

Generally speaking, if a book is out of copyright, you can view the text in its entirety.
The issue of full text availability is complex, as Google, for example, often restricts
access to the full text of out-of-copyright books when publishers with which it has
agreements are selling them. Access to scholarly papers is also tricky. Some papers
are posted on preprint or postprint archives, on Open Access journals, or on personal
Web sites. When these show up in search engine results, full text access can be
achieved. In other cases, the search is free but you must pay to access the content.

In essence, an increasing amount of deep Web content, especially scholarly content,
is opening up to free search. As more and more publishers and libraries make

http://www.intemettutorials.netldeepweb.html 2/812007
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Discover over 70,000+ searchable databases and specialty search engines.

Deep Web FAQ

Click on these links to learn more about the Deep Web.

• Wh~t is the Deep Web?
~ .I::I.9w-«:t.9-';l.~Lth~LQ~~R_W~J:Ld1ff~rJLQm.theJJlrfaCj}-':~.wJl.b.1
• How !ll.ucILQUQELPe~lL~nd..~'surfa~~~W~ILi!LcJ!pt!1nHjJ;)y_S;_QmR!~t~Plan~t(
• WbyJ.1Jl'Len'tlb~~IdJ;!~fQr~.9.b1tytJb~J;)ee.-lL~l!tbl
• !~the _Q~~RW~b...th~.1!gIDJttblng_.a.lijhe_~'i.n'{i$Jble:':".WJtb]
eH.Q'NJil1.9.!tis...tb.!tlte.e.p We Q.(
• How does the content and Quality of the Deep Web differ froml..I:1~!?'!J.r.t9.c.~-':'__Wjl~2
• l§.J.h_eJ;)J~~Web-9rowing faster or sloYier .thanJhe_::1!urface'.:JlV.ep..l
• Wb)!J<.an't I search the Deep Web using standard .search engines?
• .L9ccasionally see DeepWeb content using searcQ engines ..WJlY..ltll:lat1
• LQften.mls::t.:~rta~e~ W(ilLc_o..nt.e..nl!.!slngJi!t<U:C.JlJlJ)glne.sJ'lYhyJsJbJlt1
• Wha.LQtbM.Ja~lQJJ?_m9.y_m~J~~J.!Jte.rneljDiQ[m..~ti.QnJ:1jlj~p-.l
e Wber~.J<aD_!'Jegm_mQJ~ ..~.bQI,JJjb_e_.P_e~p_W~.b]

What is the Deep Web?

The Deep Web is content that resides in searchable databases, the results from which can only be discovered by a direct qt,
the directed query, the database does not publish the result. When queried, Deep Web sites post their results as dynamic W
real-time. Though these dynamic pages have a unique URL address that allows them to be retrieved again later, they are nc

How does the Deep Web differ from the "surface" Web?

Search engines - the primary means for finding information on the "surface" Web - obtain their listings in two ways. Autho
their own Web pages for listing, generally a minor contributor to total listings. Or, search engines "crawl" or "spider" documer
one hypertext link to another. Simply stated, when indexing a given document or page, if the crawler encounters a hypertext
page to another document, it records that incidence and schedules that new page for later crawling. Like ripples propagating
pond, in this manner search engine crawlers are able to extend their indexes further and further from their starting points.

Thus, to be discovered, "surface" Web pages must be static and linked to other pages. Traditional search engines cannot "s:
content in the Deep Web, which by definition is dynamic content served up in real time from a database in response to a dire

How much of the Deep and "surface" Web is captured by CompletePlanet?

Approximately 70,000+ of the estimated total 200,000 Deep Web sites and about 11,000 of the estimated total 45,000 "surfa
search sites are presently listed on Complete Planet. CompletePlanet was created as a public service and as a test bed for tI
Man~r (DQ.MJ.

The DQM is a research, information sharing and management tool for organizations that accesses tens of thousands of Dee
databases and Internet search engines. With it, individual users can search vast stretches of the Internet in one search and I

results across the organization or with selected co-workers as appropriate. The system provides a very powerful infrastructu
and managing large amounts of information within the organization.
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